Solinst 122 Mini Interface Meter

The Solinst 122 Mini has all of the superior technology built into our Model 122 Interface Meter and more. The new Mini is of a convenient small size and operates for longer and on only one standard 9V battery. The very low power consumption enables 300 hours or more of normal use before the battery needs changing.

The ergonomic small reel holds 20m of narrow flat tape and is fitted with a shorter probe. The handle has a cushioned grip and a probe holder. Like the standard Model 122, the Mini Interface Meter gives a steady tone and light in product and intermittent signals in water.

Features
- 16mm dia. probe
- CSA approved for use in hazardous locations Class I, Groups C&D
- Tape width only 6mm, marked every mm

Ordering information
SOLMIN/122-20 Solinst 122 Mini, 20m